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Branding guru Aaker shows how to eliminate the competition and become the lead brand in your market This groundbreaking book defines the concept of brand relevance using dozens of case studies-Prius, Whole Foods, Westin, iPad
and more-and explains how brand relevance drives market dynamics, which generates opportunities for your brand and
threats for the competition. Aaker reveals how these companies have made other brands in their categories irrelevant.
Key points: When managing a new category of product, treat it as if it were a brand; By failing to produce what customers
want or losing momentum and visibility, your brand becomes irrelevant; and create barriers to competitors by supporting
innovation at every level of the organization. Using dozens of case studies, shows how to create or dominate new
categories or subcategories, making competitors irrelevant Shows how to manage the new category or subcategory as if
it were a brand and how to create barriers to competitors Describes the threat of becoming irrelevant by failing to make
what customer are buying or losing energy David Aaker, the author of four brand books, has been called the father of
branding This book offers insight for creating and/or owning a new business arena. Instead of being the best, the goal is
to be the only brand around-making competitors irrelevant.
Elaborate and sensational gifts were the hallmark of Mamluk diplomacy. In firm control of the medieval spice trade as
well as the holy sites of Christianity and Islam, the Sultanate's capital at Cairo became a diplomatic crossroads in the
medieval world and the seat of a new Islamic caliphate. Already victorious over both the Crusaders and the Mongols,
their military success and lavish religious patronage were not enough to ensure the dynasty's prestige: the Mamluk
Sultans were often reminded of their slave origins, impugned by rivals as 'pagans' recruited to faith and service by
purchase. In response, the sultans staged brilliant performances in Cairo and dispatched carefully designed diplomatic
gifts all over the medieval world. These marvellous displays were the crowning ornament of Mamluk legitimacy,
celebrated from Europe to the Far East. Drawing on extensive primary sources and fieldwork in museums across the
world, Doris Behrens-Abouseif is the first to treat this important subject in depth and here reveals an unexplored aspect
of Middle Eastern material culture. Composed of spectacular elements such as spices, exotic animals, Chinese
porcelain, ceremonial textiles and military and equestrian objects - not to mention humans, either living or as severed
heads - the regal offering varied in combination and emphasis according to the status and circumstances of giver and
receiver, but always created a sensation. Acknowledging the established historical precedents of diplomacy and regal giftgiving, the author examines the nuance of cultural and political realities in period diplomacy as well as the transmission of
encrypted messages, illuminating the subtle conveyance of self-representation and identity in medieval Cairo and the
world beyond. With ground-breaking new research, this book - richly illustrated in colour - provides a comprehensive view
of the art and politics of the Mamluk diplomatic gift, by which these sultans of humble origins created a magnificent image
of themselves in the courts of their Muslim rivals and allies worldwide. It will prove essential reading for both students and
scholars.
Architectural Temperance examines relations between Bourbon Spain and papal Rome (1700-1759) through the lens of
cultural politics. With a focus on key Spanish architects sent to study in Rome by the Bourbon Kings, the book also
discusses the establishment of a program of architectural education at the newly founded Real Academia de Bellas Artes
de San Fernando in Madrid. Victor Deupi explores why a powerful nation like Spain would temper its own building
traditions with the more cosmopolitan trends associated with Rome; often at the expense of its own national and regional
traditions. Through the inclusion of previously unpublished documents and images that shed light on the theoretical
debates which shaped eighteenth-century architecture in Rome and Madrid, Architectural Temperance provides readers
with new insights into the cultural history of early modern Spain.
L’accelerazione del tempo complica ancora di più la situazione rendendo velocemente obsolete le esperienze di
shopping più memorabili. Fare i commercianti è diventato un mestiere difficilissimo, essere consumatori è invece molto
semplice. Si fa strada l’idea di un commercio agile, flessibile, mobile e non per forza “eterno”. Un commercio dove c’è
molto di un ritorno al passato, la riscoperta di cosa vuol dire essere e fare i commercianti; ma anche qualcosa di nuovo, i
negozi come concept commerciali e la cultura d’impresa. Un connubio indispensabile tra la creatività insita nella
professione e le regole ormai scientifiche richieste dal settore. Il libro analizza l’evoluzione del commercio e dei significati
di consumo per proporre ad aziende e operatori soluzioni di successo nei settori del dettaglio tradizionale, della grande
distribuzione, dei concept store, della temporaneità e mobilità, dell’e-commerce e della disintermediazione.
Named one of the "Best Books on Innovation, 2008" by BusinessWeek magazine From the greatest minds in business
today comes a groundbreaking new blueprint for executing the next stage of customer-created value. C.K. Prahalad, the
world's premier business thinker, and IT scholar M.S. Krishnan unveil the critical missing link in connecting strategy to
execution--building organizational capabilities that allow companies to achieve and sustain continuous change and
innovation. The New Age of Innovation reveals that the key to creating value and the future growth of every business
depends on accessing a global network of resources to co-create unique experiences with customers, one at a time. To
achieve this, CEOs, executives, and managers at every level must transform their business processes, technical
systems, and supply chain management, implementing key social and technological infrastructure requirements to create
an ongoing innovation advantage. In this landmark work, Prahalad and Krishnan explain how to accomplish this
shift--one where IT and the management architecture form the corporation's fundamental foundation. This book provides
strategies for Redesigning systems to co-create value with customers and connect all parts of a firm to this process
Measuring individual behavior through smart analytics Ceaselessly improving the flexibility and efficiency in all customerPage 1/4
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facing and back-end processes Treating all involved individuals--customers, employees, investors, suppliers--as unique
Working across cultures and time-zones in a seamless global network Building teams that are capable of providing highquality, low-cost solutions rapidly To successfully compete on the battlefields of 21st-century business, companies must
reinvent their processes and culture in order to sustain innovative solutions. The New Age of Innovation is a complete
program for achieving this transformation to meet the needs of the end consumer of the future.
The story is presented through the eye of an immigrant returning home for a fortnight to a little coastal Italian town from
the Americas, with the intent of taking a break from customary life and reorganising his thoughts around lifelong problems
with his wife. There old memories emerge and blend with the current life of the town. During his stay, the visitor learns
from a group of wise old men that a friend of his youth has died of Aids after conducting a dissipated life. The old men
also represent the heart of the little village with their provincial wisdom.
Say goodbye to "business as usual"--to succeed today you need show business! How do you market in today's
"experience culture"--as conventional advertising grows increasingly ineffective, and customers grow increasingly
independent? Companies and brands from Altoids to Volkswagen have discovered the answer: bring show business into
your business! There's No Business That's Not Show Business demonstrates how to use "show biz" techniques to cut
through the clutter, engage your customers personally, differentiate your product or brand--and create real, long--term
value. These techniques can be adapted for any product, service, or market--consumer or B2B. You'll learn how to
clearly identify strategic objectives and expected outcomes; target your high--value customers; ensure that "show biz"
marketing promotes your core brand message; extend your impact via PR and CRM; and, above all, achieve quantifiable
results.
With crisp and insightful contributions from 47 of the world’s leading experts in various facets of retailing, Retailing in the 21st Century offers
in one book a compendium of state-of-the-art, cutting-edge knowledge to guide successful retailing in the new millennium. In our competitive
world, retailing is an exciting, complex and critical sector of business in most developed as well as emerging economies. Today, the retailing
industry is being buffeted by a number of forces simultaneously, for example the growth of online retailing and the advent of ‘radio frequency
identification’ (RFID) technology. Making sense of it all is not easy but of vital importance to retailing practitioners, analysts and
policymakers.
Brand Hijack offers a practical how-to guide to marketing that finally engages the marketplace. It presents an alternative to conventional
marketing wisdom, one that addresses industry crises such as media saturation, consumer evolution and the erosion of image marketing.
However, following the book's advice will require some untraditional - even counterintuitive - steps. This type of marketing is not for everyone,
you must be confident enough to stop clamouring for control and learn to be spontaneous. Brand hijacking relies on a radical concept - letting
go.
Focussing specifically on city branding this is an invaluable text as city branding becomes increasingly important across the world and has a
direct impact on public and private sector practice
Fashion ManagementA Strategic ApproachBloomsbury Publishing
A team of renowned scholars examines how sacred art and artefacts responded to the demands of a world stage in the age of reform,
demonstrating the significance of religious systems for a global art history.
For any market to work properly, certain key elements are necessary: competition, pricing, rules, clearly defined offers, and easy access to
information. Without these components, there would be chaos. Orderly Fashion examines how order is maintained in the different
interconnected consumer, producer, and credit markets of the global fashion industry. From retailers in Sweden and the United Kingdom to
producers in India and Turkey, Patrik Aspers focuses on branded garment retailers--chains such as Gap, H&M, Old Navy, Topshop, and
Zara. Aspers investigates these retailers' interactions and competition in the consumer market for fashion garments, traces connections
between producer and consumer markets, and demonstrates why market order is best understood through an analysis of its different forms of
social construction. Emphasizing consumption rather than production, Aspers considers the larger retailers' roles as buyers in the production
market of garments, and as potential objects of investment in financial markets. He shows how markets overlap and intertwine and he defines
two types of markets--status markets and standard markets. In status markets, market order is related to the identities of the participating
actors more than the quality of the goods, whereas in standard markets the opposite holds true. Looking at how identities, products, and
values create the ordered economic markets of the global fashion business, Orderly Fashion has wide implications for all modern markets,
regardless of industry.
This study analyzes the ways in which a variety of cultural manifestations were the necessary preconditions for (religious) policy and power in
the Rome of Urban VIII (1623-1644). Precisely their interaction created what we now call 'Baroque Culture'.

This SpringerBrief offers an academic perspective on the trend of ‘pop-up’ retailing. It analyzes this temporary retailoriented setting designed to foster a direct customer-brand interaction for a limited period, often with an explicitly
promotional or communicative purpose. Adopting a managerial approach, it explores the use of pop-up retailing as a
means of facilitating strategic growth by retail brands. In addition, it draws on theory from retail store environments and
atmospherics, customer experience management and event management to provide an in-depth academic analysis of
the planning and implementation issues arising from the inherent ephemerality of pop-up activities to achieve the
strategic objectives of retail brands. The authors provide an overview of the entire pop-up lifecycle using an
organizational schema that is split into four sequential stages: strategic objectives, pre-pop-up, actual pop-up experience,
and the post pop-up stage. The key decision areas and activities incorporated in each of these stages are also outlined.
The copyright/design interface for a wider, non-specialist audience, taking as a starting point the notion of industrial
design derived from design studies, on the border between art and science.
This is the eagerly awaited second volume of Jean Bérenger's history of the Habsburgs. It covers the last two centuries
of their rule and provides a compelling account of the fluctuations of Habsburg dynastic power and its disintegration after
World War One. Bérenger gives a rich portrait of Habsburg greatness under Maria Theresa and Joseph II and shows
how their successors proved more adroit at riding the tide of nationalism in their multi-ethnic empire than is often
recognised.
This publication is the first truly collective attempt to study the work of Melchiorre Cafa'. In a variety of studies, it
discusses specific and synoptic issues related to his oeuvre. The book also presents a check-list of works by (or
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attributed to) the artist; this check-list aims at establishing a critical repertory of his oeuvre.
This book brings together an international collection of authors from a variety of disciplines who offer new and critical
perspectives, summarize key findings and provide important theoretical frameworks to guide the reader through the
'why?' of consumption. The book answers questions such as: What is the nature of motives, goals, and desires that
prompt consumption behaviours? Why do consumers buy and consume particular products, brands and services from
the multitude of alternatives afforded by their environments? How do consumers think and feel about their cravings?
Unique in focus and with multifaceted approach which anyone interested in consumption and consumer research will find
fascinating, this topical book provides an excellent overview of current research, and imparts key insights to illuminate the
subject for both academics and practitioners alike.
Marco Pellitteri examines the growing influence of Japanese pop culture in European contexts in this comprehensive
study of manga, anime, and video games. Looking at the period from 1975 to today, Pellitteri discusses Super Mario,
Pokémon, kawaii, Sonic, robots and cyborgs, Astro Boy, and Gundam, among other examples of these popular forms.
Pellitteri divides this period into two eras ("the dragon" and "the dazzle") to better understand this cultural phenomenon
and means by which it achieved worldwide distribution.
In this post-digital age, digital technology is no longer a revolutionary
In this long-awaited book from the world’s premier brand expert and author of the seminal work Building Strong Brands,
David Aaker shows managers how to construct a brand portfolio strategy that will support a company’s business strategy
and create relevance, differentiation, energy, leverage, and clarity. Building on case studies of world-class brands such
as Dell, Disney, Microsoft, Sony, Dove, Intel, CitiGroup, and PowerBar, Aaker demonstrates how powerful, cohesive
brand strategies have enabled managers to revitalize brands, support business growth, and create discipline in confused,
bloated portfolios of master brands, subbrands, endorser brands, cobrands, and brand extensions. Renowned brand
guru Aaker demonstrates that assuring that each brand in the portfolio has a clear role and actively reinforces and
supports the other portfolio brands will profoundly affect the firm’s profitability. Brand Portfolio Strategy is required
reading not only for brand managers but for all managers with bottom-line responsibility to their shareholders.
This new textbook, authored by a team of expert researchers and lecturers based at the London College of Fashion, is
one of the first in the field to examine strategic management in the context of the fashion industry, catering specifically for
students hoping to work in the sector. International in approach, the text covers all aspects of strategic management,
from growth strategy and financial management to brand and supply chain management. Fashion Management's
engaging style, page design and pedagogical framework makes it accessible to students at all levels, while the authors'
extensive expertise ensures that the content is always underpinned by rigorous academic research. Established key
topics and significant contemporary issues – such as sustainability, the digital, and corporate social responsibility – are
considered from both a theoretical and practical perspective, with real-world examples drawn from high-profile, global
fashion organisations. This is an ideal core textbook for those studying on undergraduate and postgraduate degree
courses in fashion management and fashion marketing. The book will also be an important supplementary resource for
courses in marketing, retailing and business studies, with the fashion industry providing an effective context for students
to engage with the application of theory.
Bernini: Art as Theatre forges a new analysis of Baroque illusionism through a study of this artist's sculptural ensembles.
Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598–1680) was a sculptor, architect, and painter, but also a court scenographer, playwright,
actor, and director. Bernini's work in theater served as a wellspring for his art's visual effects. Theater was the dominant
cultural paradigm of the Baroque, manifest in the rise of opera and ballet, as well as increasingly magnificent
scenographic technologies for the performed rituals of church and court. Bernini drew on a lexicon of theatrical effects,
deploying light, movement, and a fusion of fictive and physical space to render new forms of artistic illusion in both his
sculptural mise-en-scènes and his stage sets. The force of his art's illusionistic powers lay in a fiction of materials
effected through medial exchanges between sculpture, painting, and architecture. This book opens up provocative new
frameworks for the analysis of Baroque illusionism extending beyond Bernini to a reconsideration of 17th-century visual
culture as a whole.
A team of specialists addresses a foundational concept as central to early modern thinking as to our own: that the past is
always an important part of the present.
Ephemeral stores, also known as pop-up stores, have existed since the beginning of trade between consumers. They
appeared in city centres, villages or other convenient places where they proposed an offering and then disappeared as
soon as its offering was wearied. This is a very similar experience to the current phenomenon; ephemeral stores appear
unannounced and disappear without notice or can morph into something else. Brands adopt these stores because of the
array of benefits they present and their characterizing features. Consumers, on the other hand, are not only positively
reactive to ephemeral stores, they actively demand these novel, engaging, satisfying or beneficial stores more than ever
as they provide them with constant change and surprise. Focusing on ephemeral retailing, this book aims to provide a
clear understanding of what it is, how it developed and why it gained importance in today’s busy retail scene. As many
brands are adopting ephemeral stores into their distribution channels or using them as unique touchpoints, this book
proposes a categorization of ephemeral retailing, explaining different ephemeral store vocations based on different brand
strategies and objectives. With many professional opinions about ephemeral stores and a body of academic research
developing, this book aims to combine all knowledge about the topic into one concise publication: it clarifies, consolidates
and creates a clear understanding about the topic of ephemeral retailing that will inform future research and activity. The
book is written for academics, students and retail professionals with an interest in relevant fields such as retail marketing
and management, brand management and distribution.
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Often described as the "hottest" retail phenomenon, ephemeral retail concerns the growth of pop-up stores as a new
mode of retailing. These temporary stores "pop-up" without notice, quickly attract crowds, then disappear or morph into
something else. Although they share similarities with traditional physical stores and online stores, ephemeral stores
outshine existing retail formats as they have many unique and differentiating characteristics. These stores are becoming
more popular among distribution channels as they offer exclusive and surprising retail experiences. Many established
brands have already integrated these new points of sale into their distribution channels, while other brands are adopting
them to raise communication, awareness, sales or just for experimentation. This phenomenon is finding its place
amongst retailers not only for its efficiency and effectiveness but also for its unique impact, providing a sense of novelty
that makes it particularly attractive to postmodern consumers seeking hedonic experiences. This concise text introduces
all aspects of this growing phenomenon and contextualises it within existing channels of distribution. It explores brand
atmospheric interventions that are designed to affect customer emotions, behaviours or experiences, as well as practices
retailers adopt to build relationships with their customers. It will be of interest to scholars and advanced students in retail
marketing and branding.
This volume explores the interrelation of international relations, music, and diplomacy from a multidisciplinary
perspective. Throughout history, diplomats have gathered for musical events, and musicians have served as national
representatives. Whatever political unit is under consideration (city-states, empires, nation-states), music has proven to
be a component of diplomacy, its ceremonies, and its strategies. Following the recent acoustic turn in IR theory, the
authors explore the notion of “musical diplomacies” and ask whether and how it differs from other types of cultural
diplomacy. Accordingly, sounds and voices are dealt with in acoustic terms but are not restricted to music per se, also
taking into consideration the voices (speech) of musicians in the international arena. Read an interview with the editors
here: https://www.sciencespo.fr/ceri/en/content/international-relations-music-and-diplomacy-sounds-and-voicesinternational-stage
This book covers the ‘hot topic’ of the experiential consumption in an accessible manner and from a unique industry perspective which is not
used in any other book. It highlights the idea that an experience is not something that can be readily managed by firms and is not limited to
the market: an individual’s daily life is made up of consuming experiences that can occur with or without a market relation. Offering an
overview of the consumption experience, it outlines a continuum of experiences of consumption that consumers go through, including: those
that are mainly constructed by consumers around small items that comprise their daily life, such as organic products and non-profit or local
associations those that have been co-developed by companies and consumers: tourism or adventure projects, rock concerts and cultural
events those that have been largely developed by the companies where consumers are immersed in a hyper-real context such as fashion,
sports brands, edutainment and retail. Broad and comprehensive, this book provides a challenging vision of the consumption experience,
which is an invaluable tool for all those studying marketing and consumer behaviour.
A Companion to Early Modern Rome, 1492-1692, edited by Pamela M. Jones, Barbara Wisch, and Simon Ditchfield, is a unique
multidisciplinary study offering innovative analyses of a wide range of topics. The 30 chapters critique past and recent scholarship and
identify new avenues for research.
Mary Jo Bona reconstructs the literary history and examines the narrative techniques of eight Italian American women's novels from 1940 to
the present. Largely neglected until recently, these women's family narratives compel a reconsideration of what it means to be a woman and
an ethnic in America. Bona discusses the novels in pairs according to their focus on Italian American life. She first examines the traditions of
italianitá (a flavor of things Italian) that inform and enhance works of fiction. The novelists in that tradition were Mari Tomasi (Like Lesser
Gods, 1949) and Marion Benasutti (No Steady Job for Papa, 1966). Bona then turns to later novels that highlight the Italian American belief in
the family's honor and reputation. Conflicts between generations, specifically between autocratic fathers and their children, are central to
Octavia Waldo's 1961 A Cup of the Sun and Josephine Gattuso Hendin's 1988 The Right Thing to Do. Even when writers choose to steer
away from the familial focus, Bona notes, their developmental narratives trace the reintegration of characters suffering from a crisis of cultural
identity. Relating the characters' struggles to their relationship to the family, Bona examines Diana Cavallo's 1961 A Bridge of Leaves and
Dorothy Bryant's 1978 Miss Giardino. Bona then discusses two innovative novels—Helen Barolini's 1979 Umbertina and Tina De Rosa's 1980
Paper Fish—both of which feature a granddaughter who invokes her grandmother, a godparent figure. Through Barolini's feminist and De
Rosa's modernist perspectives, both novels present a young girl developing artistically. Closing with a discussion of the contemporary terrain
Italian American women traverse, Bona examines such topics as sexual identity when it meets cultural identity and the inclusion of italianitá
when Italian American identity is not central to the story. Italian American women writers, she concludes, continue in the 1980s and 1990s to
focus on the interplay between cultural identity and women's development.
A quintessential immigrant narrative, now acknowledged as a contemporary classic of Italian-American women's literature.
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